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Abstract

This paper is a research about the sentence types used in an Information and Technology Conference Paper
for teaching English fbr a Specific Purpose in university level. The aim of this research was to find out the
nlcst dominant isentence type r.vritten by the author majoring in Information and Technology and to
investigate why the author frequently used the sentence in the conference paper. The data were taken from a

conference paper and 'uvere analyzed using the theory of sentence types by Delahunty and Garvey (20 I 0). The
researcher classified and calculated the number of the sentences in the paper based on their types. It wa-s

found that four types of sentences were used in writing an IT text. In details, Complex Sentence dominated
the text with the number of 43 sentences or 46'r/o of the sentence in the text. Almost 25Yo of the sentences in
*re text lvere in the form of Simple Sentence, and Compound Complex Sentence ranked the third position
rvith 17 sentences and the 1-ewest sentences in the paper was Compound Sentence which was only l0
sentences or nearly llYo of the number of sentence in the IT text. To conclude, the author frequently used
Complex Sentence in order to give more description about the items the author wrote in the paper.

Keywords: IT text. dominating sentence types, ESP.

A. Introduction .

A text is a meaningful linguistic unit in context and it is both spoken and written (Siahaan and Shinoda,
2008:l). It can be in a variety of forms. There are various texts that have a particular communicative function
or purpose. One of them is science and technology text or information and technology text. In the point of
vierv of English for Specific Purpose (ESP), this kind of text has a special feature through its form and
voi--abularies (Parkinson,2013:155-156). Some technical terms, the use of imperatives, the use of pronominal
reference, andthe use of temporal conjunction colorthe grammars used in this kind of text. In this paper, the
researcher tries to investigate the sentence types that construct an information and technology text since this
study is strongly related to the passages or texts read by the university level students studying information
and technology field. The researcher initiates this study by formulating some research questions:

l. What are the sentences types existing in an information and technolo-ey text?
2. Which sentence type is more dominant in an information and technology text?
The purpose ofthis research is to find out the sentences types used in an information and technology text

and to find out the kind of sentences dominating an information and technology text. This research is

expected to _give a contribution to the ESP subject and to describe the sentence types written by the author of
an infbrmaticn and technology text.

B. Brief Review and Related Theories

Text
Richards and Schmidt 12002:549) defines text as a segment of spoken or written language that has the

lol lou ing characteristics:
l. lt is normally made up of several sentences that together create a structure or unit. such as a letter. a

report- or an essay (hor.vever one ,uvord texts also occur, such as DANGER on a waming sign).
7. It has distinctive structural and discourse characteristics.
3. It has a particular communicative function or purpose.
4. It can often onll' be lully understood in relation to the context in rvhich it occurs.

While Delahunty'and Garvey (2010:6) states that r'vhen people communicate. thel'produce texts. Texts
aln'avs occur in some medium. rvhich may be auditory. visual. tactile. or some combination of these. Texts
r!:o alu,a)'s occur in some channel. that is. the environment through which the medium travels from the text's
prr-rducer(s) to its receiver(s). For ordinary face-to-f'ace conversation, the medium is the air, *'hich is set in
motion by the producer and rvhose motions aftect the ears of the receiver(s). Communication by telephone

involves at least trvo channels - the air betu'een the speaker's mouth and the phone, the mechanical and
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electronic devices that connect the speaker's and receiver's phones. and the air betrveen the receiver's phone
and his/her ear. Texts may incorporate non-linguistic elements such as pictures, diagrams. music- and the
like.

By using the characteristics of a text given by' Richards and Schmidt above. the researcher decides to
take a text entitled "Dashboard lor Monitoring Netrvork Operations" as his data,

Areas of Esp: English For Science And Technologr
\Vhat does English for science and technology encompass? Halliday (1993) comments that a text is

recognized as scientific English because of the combined effect of clusters of features and, importantly. the
relations ofthese features throughout a text. Yet characteristic fbrms and vocabulary ofscience or technology
should not be considered as separate from the genres in which they occur, because linguistic differences are
part ofrvhat constitutes genre.

Similarly the genres ofscience and technolcly partially constitute the various disciplines. and cannot
be separated from them. Being a member of a discourse community involves using its characteristic language
and genres, and also sharing its values (which are reflected in its language and genres), and taking on a nrle
recognized by other members of the discourse community (Paltridge, 2012).

Sentence Types
In rvritten English and other familiar languages, sentences are quite easy to recognize: they typically

begin w'ith a capital lefter and end with a period or its equivalent. From a linguistic point of view, sentences
are the largest grammatical units (Delahunty and Garvey,20l0:68).

ereenbaum (1996:306) classifies sentence types into three, they.are simple (consisting of one main
clause rvithout subordination)- compound (consisting of two or more main clauses that are co-ordinated), and
complex (consisting of a main clause rvith one or more subordinate clauses).

Simple Sentence
Sentences come in a variety of shapes and sizes. Some consist of only a single clause. That is, they are

simple sentences and have only one main verb. one subject- and one predicate, though they may include
modifiers of various sorts (Delahunty and Carvey,2010:69). A useful way to begin identifying clauses in
sentences is to count main verbs. For each main verb there will be a clause, example:

l. Linguists rvrite slorvlv.
2. Dogs chase cats.
3. Peter O'Neill is missine.
4. Cyclists should ahval.s rvear bike helmets.

Compound Sentence
Delahuntl'and Garvey'(2010:70) states that other sentences are coordinate or compound because they

combine t\\'o or more clauses or smaller sentences rvithin them by connectin-e them vvith and, but, or or such
as:

l. [Dogs chase cats] brrr [cats chase mice].
2. [Elizabeth Borven lived betrveen England and lreland all her life] andlher death marked the end of

the Anglo-lrish literarl, traditionl.

Complex Sentence
Complex sentences also contain two or mofe clauses. but at least one of them is subordinate to another in

the sense that it pla)'s a grammatical role such as subject- object, or modifier in the larger sentence
(Delahunty and Ganel'. 2010:70'). Clauses that function as objects are often referred to as complement
clauses. In the fbllou'ing examples the subordinate sentence is italicized and its role is given in parentheses:

l. That this is a vitt1, and entertaining book does notjustify its high price. (Subject)
2. Oscar thinks rhat Ladv Bracknell is af ne creation. (ObjecVComplement)
3. To improre your stamina-.iog live miles every day. (Modifier)
4. I read your shorl ston. ahhough you asked me nol lo. (Modifier)
5. tr|'hile researching the history of the castle- Robertson unearthed one of the great scandals ol

tuentieth centur), Scotland- (Moditier)
6. If you think care.fiilly ahout it- lan_euage is extraordinarily complex. (Modifier)
7. ll'hen you /eale- shut the Joor behind 1'ou. (Modiller)

Compound Complex Sentence
It is a sentence rvith trvo or more independent clauses and at least one dependent clause" Example:
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l. The package arrived in the moming. but the courier left before I could check the contents.
2. We operate under a jury s;-stem in this country, and as much as u'e complain about it. r,r,e have to

admil thil we know of no better system, except possibly flipping a coin.
3. She gave me another ofthose long keen looks, and I could see that she was again asking herself y'

her favorite nephelv wasn't steeped to the tonsils in thejuice ofthe grape.

C. Data Analysis and Discussion

Method
The data were taken from an IT conference paper/text entitled "Dashboard for Monitoring Network
Operations" written by an author teaching assistant in Del Institute of Technology used with permission. The
researcher analyzed the data by breaking down the sentences and classifies them based on the theorl of
sentence types given by Greenbaum and Delahunty and-elarvey. Here are the abbreviations ofsentence types
that the researcher uses as index in classifying the sentence as displayed in Table l.

Table 3 Index Table

No SbntCnc't iTwe3i;'.,i'-, rii.!rt1 ili Ab.breviation
I
2
J
4

Simple Sentence
Compound Sentence
Complex Sentence
Compound Complex Sentence

SS

CS

COS
CCS

After classifying the sentences into their types, the researcher will calculate the number of each sentence t)ipe
and then draws a conclusion based on the quantitative calculation to answer the research questions.

Discussion

Quantitative Summary of Sentence Types based on the Text Part

T'able 4 Quantitative Summary based on the Text Part

:'=.i:..1"i:::a t: - ,a::t | ::.t '
S. epteln-e!11pes

Total
cos CCS

PritTextNo
SS cs

I

2

J

4
5

6

I
2
lt
7
2

0
23

2
2
4
I
I
0
l0

6
4
t7
12
4
0
43

0
J

ll
I

I

I

l7

9
ll
43

21

8

I

93

Abstract
Introduction
Research Method
Result and Analysis
Conclusion
Acknorvledgment
Total

From Table 2. it can clearll' be seen that in Abstract part, Compound Complex Sentence (COS) is the most
dominant sentence compared to Simple Sentence (SS), Compound Sentence (CS). and Compound Complex
Sentence (CCS). ln Introduction part, COS and CCS are diff-erent in one number of sentence u,hite SS and
CS share the similar number of sentences. Research Method is the part of this text r.vhich has the big number
r.'f'sentence. It has l7 numbers of COS whereas SS and CCS divide the same number respectivel)'. Result and
Analysis ranks as the second lar-eest number of sentence existing in the text. This part is dominated b1' COS
u,ith the number of 12 sentences. Conclusion has 8 sentences and it is still dominated by'COS u'ith 4

sentences u,hile CS and CCS share the same number of sentence. And the last part. Acknor.r'ledgrnent
consists o1'onl1' one sentence and CCS is the type ol sentence in it. This summar) is illustrated in Fig. I
belorv.
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Quantitative Summary of Sentence Types

Table 5 Quantitative Summary of Sentence Types in IT Text

No Types ofSentence Total Numbei Peice-ntage
(o/o\ ': 

::

I

2

J

4

23

l0
43
t7
93

Simple Sentence
Compound Sentence
Complex Sentence
Compound Complex Sentence
Total

24.73
10.75
46.24
18.28
r00

Table 3 provides the infoimation about the quantitati\ie summar)' of sentence types in an information and
technologl, text. Complex Sentence has an extreme number of sentences dominating the text with the number
of 43 sentences or it dominates 46 percent of the sentence in the text. This domination is then follorved by the
number of Simple Sentence rvhich has 23 sentences or almost 25 percent of sentence in the iext. Compound
Complex Sentence ranks the third position u'ith 17 sentences and the least sentence domination in the text is
Compound Sentence r.vhich has only' l0 sentences or it dominates nearly ll percent of the number of
sentence in the lT text. This ouantitative summary can be illustrated in Fie.2 belovr,.

Percentage of Sentence Types

c Simple Senlence

I Compound Sentence

s Complex Sentence

c Compound Complex
Sentence

Figure 2 Quantitative Summary of Sentence Types
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D. Conclusion and suggestion
Having analyzed the text- the researcher drar,vs some conclusion as lollows:
l. There are four types of sentence in the IT text. i.e. Simple Sentence. Compound Sentence. Complex

Sentence, and Compound Complex Sentence.
2. Complex sentence is the most dominating sentence in the text. lt dominates 46%o of the text. Nearly

50% of the text is written in this t;-'pe of sentence in which a main clause is combined r.vith a
subordinate clause.

3. Simple Sentence is the second type of sentence dominating the text. 23o/o of the text is rvritten by
this type ofsentence. This type ofsentence is usually used in giving instruction or step by step.

4. Compound Sentence and Compound Complex Sentence less dominate the text. Compound Complex
Sentence has l7%o of the total sentence while Compound Sentence only has a portion of l0% in the
text.

In short, the complex sentence was frequently used_by the author of the information and techhology text
so as to give more description about the items and the features of the items the author described in the paper.
Based on these findings, in English language teaching. especially in writing subject. the students are
suggested to write down their paper or writing assignments using more complex sentence since many
leatures of information and technology should be described in details.
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